
 

CONTROL OF PACES & OBSTACLE COURSE TALK ROUND 

You will have 15 minutes to complete the course so try to trot or canter between obstacles.  

If you go over 15 minutes you will get 5 penalties, if you go over 16 minutes you will get a further 10 

penalties (15 total), and if you go over 17 minutes you will get a further 15 penalties (30 total).  

 

All obstacles are optional. If you want to miss out an obstacle you must HALT at the obstacle, tell the judge 

you will be missing it out, and then carry on to the next one. If you or your horse are struggling with an 

obstacle don’t waste time on it, just move on to the next one and get points on the things you can do. 

Most obstacles are judged on effectiveness and either style or gait. (Immobility is timed).  

Effectiveness (7 of the 10 marks available) faults cost three points each and include refusing, circling 

anywhere on the course, knocking a pole, stopping part way through an obstacle or changing pace within an 

obstacle. Some obstacles must be done in walk otherwise you will score 0. 

Style obstacles have points awarded on top of effectiveness, from -2 (bad) to +3 (very good) for rhythm, 

subtle aids, calmness, correct position, straightness etc.  

Gait obstacles have points awarded on top of effectiveness for lowest gait seen:  

-2 ( ridden walk), 0 (ridden trot / led walk), +3 (ridden canter / led trot)  

MA - Pick up canter before you go through the start of the MA corridor, and maintain the slowest canter you 

can clockwise through the marked path around the edge of the arena through the finish. Turn round and 

walk as fast as you can back the other way.  

You must keep in canter/walk and stay within the marked path. Scoring is on a sliding scale according to how 

fast the walk and how slow the canter were. 

1. Shamrock *GAIT*- Canter maximum 10, trot maximum 7, walk maximum 5 

Ride the shape as per the rulebook around the obstacles labelled A, B and C.  If trotting or cantering, 

keep your circles large to reduce the chance of them breaking pace due to a loss of balance.  

2. Double U Alley *GAIT* - Canter maximum 10, trot maximum 7, walk maximum 5 

Stay within the poles and maintain your chosen pace. Plan your line to avoid turning too tightly on 

either bend which might cause your horse to break pace. 

3. Ridden Immobility *TIME*- Countdown from 10 will start as soon as your horse enters the circle. By 0 

you must have clearly released the contact. You can hold the buckle of the reins but there must be a 

loop in them, so if he puts his head down, move your hand forwards and down the neck to keep the 

reins slack. As soon as you have released the contact, the timer starts again and each second that the 

horse stays within the circle with the reins slack will get you one point. If the reins become taut or the 

horse leaves the circle, the timer stops. If the horse is just shuffling around inside the circle, resist the 

temptation to use the reins and just use your voice ‘stand’, as you may just get a few extra points before 

he leaves the circle completely!  

4. Gate *STYLE* – line up parallel to the gate, with your horse’s head nearest the handle and heels to the 

hinge. The gate opens towards you. To score perfectly you shouldn’t let go - your horse will need to 

stand while you take the rope fastening off the gatepost, move over for you to open the gate, pivot and 

walk calmly through the opening before backing up to allow you to fasten the gate again with the same 

hand. Each time you let go of the gate is an effectiveness fault (the rope counts as part of the gate), but 

you can still score some points if you push the gate right open, let go, walk through the big gap calmly 

and re-position, then hold on and close it.  



5. Rein back *STYLE*- walk in to the corridor forwards.  There will be two sets of markers along the poles 

which show the rein back ‘zone’, keep going until your horse’s front feet are in front of the front 

markers, and then rein back until their front feet are behind the back markers. Walk forwards through 

the poles after reining back. The judge is looking for calmness, rhythm and obedience to quiet aids. 

6. Step down *STYLE* – may be jumped or walked down.  

7. Step up *STYLE* – may be jumped or walked up. 

8. Corridor *GAIT* – Canter maximum 10, trot maximum 7, walk maximum 5. 

Treat it like you would a jump – plan your approach, get your horse to the middle then look up, both 

legs on and let him sort his own legs out. Make sure you are in the chosen pace before you go through 

the flags.   

9. Log *STYLE* - this is small, inviting, and can be jumped from any pace. 

10. Neck reining *STYLE* – make sure you have clearly got one hand off the reins before you go through 

the start flags. Start by riding straight into the middle between the two cones, then around the outside 

of each cone in a figure eight shape before riding straight out through the exit flags. Do not change 

hands or put both hands on the reins until all of the horse’s feet are past the exit flags (you will get 0 if 

you do). The judge is looking for consistent bend and rhythm, equal circles and obedience to quiet aids. 

This obstacle is best done in walk. 

11. Footbridge *STYLE, WALK*- make sure you have a straight approach, nice positive riding and look at 

something on the horizon. If your horse isn’t sure then quietly let them sniff the bridge first, before 

looking up and asking them forward.  

12. Bending *GAIT* - Canter maximum 10, trot maximum 7, walk maximum 5. 

Think of just changing the bend rather than steering through, as you need to stay within the mown 

corridor 2m either side of the poles and if you steer too much you will end up outside the markers. Most 

people go for a safe trot here. You can slow the trot to a jog, and it’s up to you whether you sit or stay 

rising. If you change pace, you will be judged at the lowest pace and penalised for breaking, although 

you can resume the original pace without further penalty. 

13. Ridden Ditch *STYLE* – this can be jumped from walk, trot, canter or a standstill. It can also be walked 

through/over. Pick something to look at on the horizon, don’t look down! 

**** DISMOUNT****  

The course finishes with in-hand obstacles – you should lead with the reins over the horse’s head or a 

leadrope (must be leadrope if horse wears a martingale). 

Your stirrups must be crossed or run-up, unless you have a western saddle. 

14. Led corridor *GAIT* – Trot maximum 10, walk maximum 7. 

You both have to go between the poles so ensure the horse is behind you but do not walk backwards as 

this is a trip hazard.  

15. Led step down *STYLE* – the horse should be on a loose rein and to the side of you, not directly behind. 

Stay ahead of your horse, you will lose points if his muzzle overtakes your shoulder. Try not to look back 

at him and don’t turn to face him. It’s up to you how you get up the tyres (either over the top, or up the 

bank at the side) but the bottom step down is the one being judged & this will be the only one flagged.  

16. Led S bend *STYLE, WALK* – you both have to follow the course of bends in this obstacle. Stay in front 

of your horse (his muzzle should not overtake your shoulder) & swing your leading arm out wide on the 

bends to stop him overtaking you. Keep walking purposefully forwards and try not to stop because if 

you stop he will either walk into you, get stuck halfway round a turn or end up stepping out of the 

obstacle to avoid you. 

 

Enjoy it - please smile and thank your lovely judges as you go round!  


